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OTC Markets 

Um, joining us a day is Regan Isenor the president and CEO of Sylla Gold that 
trades on our OTCQB Venture Market under the ticker SYGCF. Sylla Gold 
Corporation is Canadian company focused on the acquisition and evaluation of 
gold properties in southwest Mali West Africa. Regan thanks so much for joining 
us today. Tell us a bit about your background in the mining industry and your 
involvement with Sylla. 

 

Regan Isenor  

Ah, no, thank you for having me Cecilia. Yeah, so I've been in involved in the the 
mineral exploration industry. Ah prominently gold since I would say 2005 in some 
capacity. Um Sylla, I've been involved in this company for quite a while it was a a. 
It. It was previously a ah industrial minerals company which we yeah we kind of 
rebranded rolled the limestone asset out and clean the share structure up a bit 
and kind of bespoke the pro performer company for this this particular project new 
oriny in in Southern Mali 

 

OTC Markets 

Um, the company is focused on West Africa and particularly as you said Mali, 
walk us through your time working there and your current projects. 

 

Regan Isenor  

Ah, yeah, so we we've been in ah in Malley we by we I mean myself and the the 
management and and discovery team that's working on new alini here and here 
right now. Um previously. We've been ah involved with wal in in Burkinina Faso 
with um. Jibi gold which was sold to high river gold that was the piece of hill 
deposit and then the group moved on to to ah Merrick's gold which discovered 
theerabba indiiaka deposit and that was subsequently sold to um I am gold and 
then that same ah kind of discovery team. Ah. Transitioned into roscan gold 
which which found the the mankuy candioli discovery and then has since moved 
on from that one a new new management team is running roscan and now the ah 
the group is is focused on new orlini so it's it's a team that. Really ah knows the 
geology in the the west african green zones very well. We've had great success 
in the past. So I think we're kind of hitting this one hitting the ground running on 
this one. 

 

OTC Markets 

How to silent differentiate itself in a crowded field of Africa -focused minors 
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Regan Isenor  

Well I think ah first and foremost as I as I touched on the the management team. 
You know we've we've done it in the past we've got a a good clean, ah share 
structure on this one. We've got um so it's you know we've we've had past 
successes. The team knows what they're doing. We're well connected in the area 
over there to. Which has enabled us to get things done. We've drilled our initial ah 
drilling program was around nineteen Thousand meters of ah of reverse 
circulation and predominantly reverse circulation in some air corps um that that 
was done majorly in the area about six kilometers south of ah of Tuani's kubata 
deposit where they've got about three million ounces so we had some big hit 
some big numbers there about you know some stuff like five grams per ton over 
Twenty five meters 2.1 three grams per ton over twenty five meters so so you 
know discovery discovery grade material and that's only about six Kilometers 
South of something that a deposit to banes kubata deposit which is going to go 
into production. Um, so it's I guess the second thing that differentiates us is ah is 
we're very strategically located. It's ah it's a great jurisdiction to be in and it's ah 
it's an area that's really you know heating up right now. I think you're going to see 
that it's ah that whole structure that hosts. Ah. Um, core golds Santa Cora deposit 
to the north then you keep going down that structure those shear zones and you 
hit to up addta deposit and then you come right into our property where we've 
made ah some some had some recent very good drilling success. So I'd say that 
the 2 things that differentiate us are management's track record of success and 
the the strategic location of the project. 

 

OTC Markets 

Um, what's next for you going into the new year 

 

Regan Isenor  

Yeah, so right now we're doing ah you know we're doing a little financing right 
now to to get us to the point where we can do ah put together another drill 
program. We're designing that program right now. It's going to be designed to 
accomplish a number of things we've got to you know? ah. Ah, you know a real 
ah resource coming together there at new and East South um so this one will be 
designed to do some infill drilling there to get us to the point where we can start to 
put together some some real ounces in that area and then there's some ah some 
followup drilling that's needed on other areas of the property that was identified by 
the the air course. So. Yeah, we're we're putting that program together. We've 
also got some field work to do on the ah the newliney west permit just to the west 
of our our main ah newiney permit and there's some past ah soil geochemical 
anomalies there with some very good numbers. So there's there's lots of gold in 
the area. It's just ah, we're at the point of ah. Defining some of those targets and 
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doing some infill drilling to build some resources. 

 

OTC Markets 

Excellent. You recently started trading on the OTCQB, why was it important for 
the company and your investors to upgrade to a premier market tier in the US? 

 

Regan Isenor  

Well, yeah I think um, you know the the American Market is certainly something 
we wanted to get exposure to um I think there's ah, there's a lot of good gold 
following investors in the Us and I think that that's Growing. You know it's growing 
every day down there in terms of. Guys that want to get some exposure to ah to 
not just gold but early stage exploration where there's ah, a discovery. You know 
that people can look at and say that's ah, a possibility.. It's good discovery in the 
near Future. Um, and apart from that we have ah our last finance and we did. 
There's a number of ah. American investors that came in so it made sense to 
provide some liquidity to those to those guys as well. 

 

OTC Markets 

Um, well Regan it's been a pleasure speaking with you. Thank you so much for 
your time today. Sylla Gold trades under the symbol SYGCF on our OTCQB 
Venture Market 

 

Regan Isenor  

Great. Thank you Cecilia. 

 
*This is an autogenerated transcript and may contain typos. 


